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ABSTRACT
Background It is unclear whether elevated plasma C reactive protein (CRP) is causally related to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The authors tested the hypothesis that genetically elevated plasma CRP causes COPD using a Mendelian randomisation design.

Methods The authors measured high-sensitivity CRP in plasma, genotyped for four single nucleotide polymorphisms in the CRP gene, and screened for spirometry-defined COPD and hospitalisation due to COPD in 7974 individuals from the Copenhagen City Heart Study and in 32 652 individuals from the Copenhagen General Population Study.

Results Elevated plasma CRP >3 mg/l compared with <1 mg/l was associated with risk estimates of 1.8 and 2.8 for spirometry-based COPD and of 1.6 and 1.8 for hospitalisation due to COPD in the Copenhagen City Heart Study and the Copenhagen General Population Study, respectively. Genotype combinations of the four CRP polymorphisms were associated with up to a 62% increase in plasma CRP. However, these genotype combinations did not associate with increased risk of COPD or hospitalisation due to COPD in either cohort or in the two cohorts combined. On instrumental variable analysis, a doubling of plasma CRP versus a doubling of genetically elevated CRP resulted in ORs for COPD of 1.27 (95% CI 1.25 to 1.30) versus 1.01 (0.81 to 1.26) and for COPD hospitalisation of 1.47 (1.43 to 1.51) versus 0.82 (0.59 to 1.13).

Conclusion Although elevated CRP is related to both a diagnosis of COPD and subsequent hospital admission, genetically elevated plasma CRP is not associated with an increased risk of clinical COPD. This suggests that the association between CRP levels and COPD is not causal.

INTRODUCTION
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) remains the fourth leading cause of death in the World. The diagnosis of COPD is based on a lung function test showing obstruction of lung airflow, but the disease also comprises airway inflammation, mucociliary dysfunction, structural changes and extrapulmonary effects. New markers that describe these other components of COPD are being explored with the aim to improve the clinical assessment of COPD.

One important inflammatory marker in COPD is elevated plasma C reactive protein (CRP). Small increases in this acute phase reactant are associated with both disease activity and future risk of hospitalisation and death from COPD. Van Durme et al has found that CRP haplotypes do not associate with increased risk of COPD, but whether CRP is causally related to COPD or solely a marker of the disease activity is not totally clear. The answer to this question has clinical importance as drugs that specifically lower CRP are being developed.

One approach to testing for causality between CRP and COPD would be to perform an intervention study with a CRP lowering drug. However, an alternative concept termed ‘Mendelian randomisation’ can also be used. This design can assess gene-related risk factors for causal association with clinical outcomes. This is because individuals inherit gene variants randomly from their parents. Thus, genetic variants in the CRP gene that increase plasma concentrations of CRP are an ideal system for testing whether elevated plasma CRP is causally related to COPD.

To test whether genetically elevated plasma CRP is associated with an increased risk of COPD, we have asked the following three questions: (1) is elevated plasma CRP associated with increased risk of COPD, (2) are single nucleotide polymorphisms in the CRP gene associated with increased plasma CRP and (3) is genetically elevated plasma CRP associated with increased risk of COPD. To answer these questions, we measured high-sensitivity CRP in plasma, genotyped for single nucleotide polymorphisms in the CRP gene, screened for COPD using spirometric criteria and obtained information on hospitalisation due to COPD in 7974 individuals from the Copenhagen City Heart Study and 32 652 individuals from the Copenhagen General Population Study.

METHODS
We studied two independent cohorts of white individuals of Danish descent. The two groups were defined so that no individual appears twice in any of the groups, thus permitting independent findings in each group. The studies were approved by Herlev Hospital and by Danish ethics committees, and were conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Study cohorts
The Copenhagen City Heart Study is a prospective study of a cohort of individuals 20 years and older randomly selected from the population of Copenhagen. Data were available from this study on COPD (FEV1/FVC<0.7 and FEV1<80% of predicted, excluding individuals with self-reported asthma) and on rate of hospitalisation...
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due to COPD (WHO ICD8: 491–492; ICD10: J41–J44) ascertained from 1976 to 2009. From this study, 10,230 participants were included in the present analysis.

The Copenhagen General Population Study\textsuperscript{20, 22} is a cross-sectional study of individuals 20 years and older selected like those in the Copenhagen City Heart Study, from the population of Copenhagen. Data were available from this study on COPD (FEV1/FVC<0.7 and FEV1<80\% of predicted, excluding individuals with self-reported asthma) and on prevalence of COPD hospitalisation (WHO ICD8: 491–492; ICD10: J41–J44) ascertained from 1976 to 2009. From this study, 36,036 participants were included in the present analysis. We did not have longitudinal data with repeated examinations for the Copenhagen General Population Study and did not perform time-dependent analyses for this cohort.

Genotyping, biochemical analyses and other covariates

Blood samples were routinely collected for the two source studies. The ABI PRISM \textsuperscript{\textregistered} 7900HT Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, California, USA) was used to genotype for four single nucleotide polymorphisms in the CRP gene (rs5091244, rs1150864, rs1205, rs5095077).\textsuperscript{20–23} Genotyping was verified by DNA sequencing in >50 individuals with each genotype. High-sensitivity CRP was measured using nephelometry or turbidimetry. CRP levels were classified as low (<1.0 mg/l), average (1.0–5.0 mg/l), or high (>5.0 mg/l). If subjects with CRP levels >10 mg/l were excluded from the analyses, the results were similar to those presented in this study, except for a significantly decreased OR for COPD hospitalisation among individuals with CRP genotype combination \#9 when combining the two cohorts. Physical activity during leisure time was assessed by The Copenhagen City Heart Study Leisure Time Physical Activity Questionnaire.\textsuperscript{24} Asthma medication was an affirmative answer to the question ‘Do you daily take medication for asthma and/or bronchitis?’.

Statistics

We used Stata for all analyses and NCSS-PASS for power calculations. For trend tests the different groupings of subjects by CRP level, genotype or genotype combination were coded 1, 2, 3, etc., and ranked according to increasing CRP levels. From the four CRP polymorphisms we generated all possible genotype combinations and ranked the nine most common combinations according to increasing plasma CRP levels.

To examine our study hypothesis, we first analysed the relationship between plasma CRP and risk of COPD and hospitalisation due to COPD. Logistic regression estimated ORs for COPD in the Copenhagen City Heart Study and the Copenhagen General Population Study. Cox regression estimated HRs for COPD hospitalisation in the prospective Copenhagen City Heart Study,\textsuperscript{25} and logistic regression estimated ORs for COPD hospitalisation in the Copenhagen General Population Study. The models were adjusted for (1) age, sex and smoking or (2) age, sex, smoking, body mass index, physical activity, asthma medications and ischaemic heart disease; the models for hospitalisation due to COPD were also adjusted for FEV1\% predicted. p Values are for test of trend of mean CRP levels, where CRP genotype/combination groups ranked according to increasing CRP levels have been coded 1, 2, 3 and so forth.

Third, we analysed the relationship between CRP polymorphisms and risk of COPD outcomes. Logistic regression estimated ORs for COPD in the Copenhagen City Heart Study and the Copenhagen General Population Study. Cox regression estimated HRs for COPD hospitalisation in the prospective Copenhagen City Heart Study,\textsuperscript{25} and logistic regression estimated ORs for COPD hospitalisation in the Copenhagen General Population Study. The models were adjusted for (1) age, sex and smoking or (2) age, sex, smoking, body mass index, physical activity, asthma medications and ischaemic heart disease; the models for hospitalisation due to COPD were also adjusted for FEV1\% predicted. p Values are for test of trend of mean CRP levels, where CRP genotype/combination groups ranked according to increasing CRP levels have been coded 1, 2, 3 and so forth.

Fourth, the increase in HRs for COPD for a 1\% increase in CRP levels in the Copenhagen City Heart Study was used to predict theoretical HRs for COPD for the change in CRP levels caused by the combined genotypes. Observed and theoretically predicted HRs as a function of plasma CRP levels were corrected for regression dilution bias.\textsuperscript{26, 27} Logistic regression analysis was used to calculate a combined OR for COPD and hospitalisation due to COPD as a function of genotype for both studies combined.

Finally, the estimated causal OR for COPD in the two cohorts combined was calculated according to Greenland et al\textsuperscript{28, 29} and compared with the observed OR\textsuperscript{30}; for this purpose, we used generalised least-squares regression.

To address possible misclassification of COPD in younger and older adults from the use of the fixed FEV1/FVC threshold, we performed a sensitivity analysis defining COPD based on the fifth percentile lower limit of normal. These analyses using the lower limit of normal definition of COPD yielded similar results to those presented in this study for COPD defined by FEV1/FVC<0.7 and FEV1<80\% of predicted.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the distribution of clinical characteristics among the individuals who were free from COPD, had COPD according to spirometry or were hospitalised due to COPD in the Copenhagen City Heart Study and Copenhagen General Population Study. As would be expected, the individuals who had any COPD outcome were more likely males and smokers, were older, and had lower percentage predicted FEV1. More than half of the patients who had spirometry-defined COPD or were hospitalised due to COPD in the Copenhagen City Heart Study did not fulfil the spirometry-based definition of COPD when they entered the study.

Plasma CRP and COPD

Plasma CRP>3 mg/l versus <1 mg/l was associated with an OR of 1.4 (95\% CI 1.1 to 1.9) for COPD and HR of 2.4 (1.6 to 3.6) for hospitalisation due to COPD in the Copenhagen City Heart Study (figure 1). After multifactorial adjustment the equivalent values were 1.8 (1.4–2.3) and 1.6 (1.1–2.5), respectively. The p values for trend were <0.001 for all analyses.

Plasma CRP>3 mg/l versus <1 mg/l was associated with ORs of 1.7 (1.6 to 1.9) and 2.4 (2.1 to 2.9) for COPD and
hospitalisation due to COPD in the Copenhagen General Population Study (figure 1). After multifactorial adjustment the equivalent values were 2.8 (2.4 to 3.1) and 1.8 (1.4 to 2.3). The p values for trend were <0.001 for all analyses. The CRP results for COPD hospitalisation in the Copenhagen City Heart Study describe pre-outcome CRP levels, while the Copenhagen General Population Study describes simultaneous or post-outcome levels. The association between CRP levels and risk of COPD, stratified for smoking status, is shown in Supplementary figure 1.

**CRP polymorphisms and plasma CRP**

In line with our previous results\(^\text{20}\) the CRP polymorphism rs1205 AA genotype was associated with decreased plasma CRP levels of 24% compared with the GG genotype (figure 2, Trend \(p<0.001\)). The rs1150864 TT genotype versus CC genotype was associated with a 25% increase in plasma CRP level, rs3091244 AA genotype versus CC genotype with a 71% increase, and rs3093077 GG genotype versus TT genotype with a 55% increase (all \(p<0.001\)). Combining the genotypes resulted in up to 62% increase in plasma CRP levels between the highest and lowest levels among the nine most common genotype combinations (figure 2). Partial \(r^2\) values for the different CRP polymorphisms ranged from 0.4% to 1.8%.

**CRP polymorphisms and COPD**

The ORs for COPD as a function of genotype in the Copenhagen City Heart Study and the Copenhagen General Population Study did not differ from 1.0 for any of the individual CRP polymorphisms, or for genotype combinations (p for trend 0.24–0.80; figure 3A). Similarly, the HR for COPD hospitalisation in the Copenhagen City Heart Study and the OR for COPD hospitalisation in the Copenhagen General Population

---

**Table 1** Characteristics of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copenhagen City Heart Study</th>
<th>Copenhagen General Population Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No event</td>
<td>COPD spirometrically defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women/men</td>
<td>4221/3344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>42 (32–52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never smokers, %</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-smokers, %</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smokers, %</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack years</td>
<td>5.0 (0–18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, kg/m(^2)</td>
<td>24 (22–26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma CRP</td>
<td>1.6 (1.1–2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum–maximum</td>
<td>0.1–103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV(_1), % predicted</td>
<td>94 (85–104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVC, % predicted</td>
<td>93 (84–104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV/FVC</td>
<td>0.83 (0.78–0.87)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are median (IQR) or percentage. Values for the Copenhagen City Heart Study are pre-outcome values taken prior to the development of COPD. COPD spirometrically defined: FEV\(_1\)<0.7 and FEV\(_1\)/FVC<0.7; FEV\(_1\) and FVC<0.80; COPD hospitalisation: ICD8:491–492; ICD10:J41–J44. We used the Copenhagen City Heart Study to test question 1 (CRP level is associated with COPD risk) and question 3 (CRP genotype is associated with COPD risk), and the Copenhagen General Population Study to test question 2 (CRP genotype is associated with CRP level) and retest question 3.
Study did not differ consistently from 1.0 for any of the individual CRP polymorphisms, or for genotype combinations (p for trend 0.12–0.78; figure 3B).

When analysing the annual decline in FEV₁ among individuals with COPD in the Copenhagen City Heart Study, there was no significant difference for any of the individual CRP polymorphisms, or for genotype combinations (p for trend 0.19 to 0.65; figure 4). Partial r² values for the different CRP polymorphisms ranged from 0.09% to 0.81%.

Predicted versus observed risk of COPD

We assumed that genetically elevated plasma CRP levels confer the same OR for COPD as that observed for plasma CRP levels in the general population. Based on this assumption, increments in plasma CRP levels of up to 62% as a function of CRP genotypes and genotype combinations in plasma CRP of 45% and thus theoretically predicted an OR of 1.27 (1.09 to 1.23) for COPD or hospitalisation due to COPD from the two studies, the two ORs). Corresponding ORs for COPD hospitalisation were 1.47 (1.43 to 1.51) and 0.82 (0.59 to 1.13) (p=0.001).

On instrumental variable analysis a doubling of plasma CRP resulted in an OR of 1.27 (1.25 to 1.30) for COPD, while a doubling of genetically elevated CRP resulted in an OR of 1.01 (0.81 to 1.26) for COPD (p=0.04 for the comparison between the two ORs). Corresponding ORs for COPD hospitalisation were 1.47 (1.43 to 1.51) and 0.82 (0.59 to 1.13) (p=0.001).

DISCUSSION

To examine whether genetically elevated plasma CRP is causally related to COPD, this study has measured high-sensitivity CRP in plasma, genotyped for variants in the CRP gene, and screened for COPD in 40 626 individuals from two ethnically homogeneous Danish populations. Three salient findings are provided by the study: (1) plasma CRP above 3 mg/l is associated with increased risk for clinical COPD, (2) variants in the CRP gene are associated with elevated levels of plasma CRP and (3) analysing this data using a Mendelian randomisation design, we find that genetically elevated plasma CRP is not associated with risk of clinical COPD. This suggests that elevated plasma CRP is not causally related to COPD, but more likely serves as a marker of disease severity in COPD.

Consistent with our results van Durme et al have found that three tagging polymorphisms in the CRP gene (1184, 2042, 2911) are not associated with altered risk of COPD. In contrast to this, Sunyer et al found that the rs1205 polymorphism in the CRP gene and two haplotypes tagged by the rs1205 and rs1800947 polymorphisms were associated with better lung function. It is uncertain whether the two previous studies had enough genetic CRP range and study size to examine for causality between CRP and features of COPD. On instrumental variable analysis we now find that a doubling of plasma CRP resulted in an elevated risk for COPD outcomes, while...
Figure 3  (A, B) Risk of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) according to C reactive protein (CRP) genotype and genotype combinations. The ORs and HRs were adjusted for age, sex and smoking. After multiple adjustment for age, sex, smoking, body mass index, physical activity, asthma medication, ischaemic heart disease and/or FEV1% predicted, the risk estimates were similar to those presented. Overall p values are test for trend of risk estimates (ORs or HRs), where CRP genotype/combination groups ranked according to increasing CRP levels have been coded 1, 2, 3 and so forth.

a doubling of genetically elevated plasma CRP had no relation to COPD. This strongly suggests that the association between CRP levels and COPD is reverse causal or confounded by a third factor like inflammation in general.

Our results do not preclude clinical use for plasma CRP in the assessment of COPD. Plasma CRP may be a marker of prognosis in COPD as small increases are associated with a poor COPD prognosis in the present study and other studies. Plasma CRP may also be a marker of the efficacy of COPD therapy. Anti-inflammatory treatments that are beneficial towards COPD are linked with reduction in plasma CRP level in some but not all studies. It is possible that elevated plasma CRP in combination with other risk markers of lung disease can be used to categorise individuals with low, medium and high risk of future COPD or be used after further validation to guide the efficacy of therapy in COPD.

The cause for the increased level of plasma CRP in COPD patients is not totally clear. One hypothesis suggests that plasma CRP is raised as a result of IL-6 production from the inflamed lungs in COPD. Cigarette smoking is the most commonly encountered risk factor for COPD and contributes to both lung inflammation and elevated CRP in COPD patients. Asthma, passive smoking, inhalation of outdoor and indoor air pollutants, obesity and physical inactivity could also cause lung inflammation and raise plasma CRP levels, and this could be particularly relevant among non-smoking COPD patients.

The potential limitations of the study also need to be considered. Mendelian randomisation can be used for the study of causation between modifiable exposures and disease, provided the following six criteria are fulfilled. 1. The presence of suitable genetic variants for the study of the modifiable exposure of interest: the CRP variant rs3091244 modulates transcription factor binding to the CRP gene and is the single most important polymorphism influencing CRP levels, while the CRP variants rs1130864, rs1205 and rs3095077 can be used as tag single nucleotide polymorphisms together describing most of the variation in plasma CRP levels. 2. Reliable genotype-phenotype associations and genotype-disease associations can be established: we showed that the four CRP polymorphisms are associated with elevated plasma CRP levels, but not with risk of COPD in two independent studies analysing data from up to 44,359 individuals. 3. There is no confounding of these relationships: linkage disequilibrium could not be detected between the four CRP polymorphisms used in our study and other known nearby genes potentially influencing plasma CRP and/or risk of COPD. 4. There are no pleiotropic effects of the genetic variants of interest: we are not aware of any known association of the four CRP polymorphisms with a phenotype besides changes in CRP level that could influence the risk of COPD. 5. There is no compensation by other genes during development (canalisation) but not all studies. 6. Population admixture that differs between cases and controls: we studied two large and ethnically homogenous populations of Danish descent, and effectively can exclude admixture.

### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRP genotypes</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean ±SE</th>
<th>p for Trend</th>
<th>ΔFEV1 decline</th>
<th>Partial r²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rs1205, *1081 G→A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs1130864,*223 C→T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>-18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs3091244,*390 C→T→A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>-20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>-12%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs3093077,*3678 T→G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>1356</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4** Annual FEV₁ decline according to C reactive protein (CRP) genotype and genotype combinations among individuals with spirometry-defined chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in the Copenhagen City Heart Study. Annual FEV₁ decline and CRP genotyping was determined in 1513 individuals with COPD. Partial r² values were after adjustment for variation in annual FEV₁ decline due to age, gender, smoking and body mass index. p Values are for Cuzick non-parametric test for trend of mean FEV₁ decline, where CRP genotype/combination groups ranked according to increasing CRP levels have been coded 1, 2, 3 and so forth.
levels is lifelong. The phenotype of COPD differs by the two definitions used in our study; however, the results for the two definitions were also similar. We studied only Caucasian people and our results may not necessarily apply to other ethnic groups.

In conclusion, we find that lifelong genetically elevated CRP is not associated with risk of having COPD. This suggests that the association between CRP levels and COPD is not causal. The finding is similar to those from studies in cardiovascular disease where elevated CRP is associated with cardiovascular disease, but genetic variants of CRP were not associated with disease risk.20, 21 Thus, our finding is not exclusive to COPD. It may be that for all chronic diseases associated with chronic inflammation, it is not the chronic inflammation with CRP elevation that causes disease but that the disease is driving chronic inflammation and CRP elevation.
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